
Mother of many 

Diena is an ordinary looking woman with a quick smile. She grew up in the Breede River valley but did not 

get far at school because her parents were not able to pay the school fees. She started working in the 

orchards at a young age and her first child was born when she was 22 and the rest followed soon after – all 

seven of them.  

Today she sits in my office with a little one on her lap and another hanging by her side. She does not know 

where to go – her sister’s husband kicked her out and she has nowhere to go. 

Where do you go with 5 children under the age of 12? Where do you refer them to – all shelters are filled 

over capacity and there is no abuse or history of abuse with this family to maybe get them in at the back 

door of the system.  

I try and find out about the father/fathers of the children. The oldest two’s father died years ago and the 

youngest ones father just left. 

He came from the Eastern Cape to work in Cape Town and stayed for 12 years – only going home for 

Christmas holiday. This year he did not return - his family wanted him to stay home permanently. He has a 

wife and grown-up children in East London!! Diena was left in the lurch with 5 small children and no way to 

provide for them, he just left without leaving any contact details. She just got the message that he is not 

coming back. 

We talk about options and to buy time we arrange for her and the kids to sleep at a crisis centre. The next 

day might bring answers. Just before we drop them off she mentions an aunt in the Breede River Valley 

that invited her to come and stay if she ever needs it. I thank God for small mercies and I start with what 

will end in 12 phone calls to make contact.  

The next day we put them up in a room at the Presbyterian Church with DVD’s and warm clothes. We now 

wait for the uncle to call back, because I could only leave a message on voicemail and this could mean that 

the phone is off or lost. We wait, and pray! 

I try again to call because we need to make travel arrangements if the family can go to the aunt. Half-way 

through the morning I got a phone call from the aunt to ask about the message. We chat and I explain the 

situation, and there is no problem. The mom and all 7 children can come to stay – they have big Wendy 

house in the back yard that is empty and as long as they behave, they are most welcome. I thank God for 

the blessing of providing the answer and the way for this problem and go to tell the family the good news. 

The next challenge is to get them to the aunt – the taxi is R95 per person over 2 years times by 7 equals 

R665 – a lot of money for a NPO. Eventually we decide to send our driver with our own mini bus to drop 

them off. We beg for another night at the crisis centre to allow them to leave early the next day, pick up 

the oldest boys in Kraaifontein and be on their way. 

All is well that ends well – the oldest boys are working with the uncle, the younger ones are already in 

school and Diena is helping her aunt with her business of baking for the local market. 

Sometimes is only takes time, a lot of phone calls and some effort to change the future of 8 people.     


